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PRESENTAZIONE 

Con il presente volume, da James L. Frankljn jr. dedicato alla «Casa 
del Marinaio» dell'antica Pompei, continua la serie delle monografie 
strettamente scientifiche, con le quali va rinnovandosi il vivo impegno 
cui la nostra Soprintendenza fa fronte, ormai da sei anni, con cadenza 
costante, di consentire una più completa, sistematica e meditata cono-
scenza specialistica dell'immenso patrimonio archeologico consegnatoci 
dall'eruzione vesuviana del 79 d.C.. 

Il lavoro è frutto di una ricerca intrapresa dal Frankljn (che insegna 
archeologia all'Università di Indiana negli Stati Uniti), agli inizi degli 
anni ottanta, e che si è, in seguito estesa e puntualizzata, con una pa-
ziente opera di approfondimento e di messa a punto, che le ha permesso 
di raggiungere lo spessore culturale della presente monografia. 

L'interesse principale dell'autore appare quello di delineare la storia 
edilizia del complesso, investigata secondo ben precise scansioni crono-
logiche, e con occhio sempre attentissimo ai materiali edilizi impiegati. 

La presenza, inoltre, nell'edificio, di horrea di grandi dimensioni, che 
lo caratterizzano peculiarmente, viene analizzata anche nel suo valore 
economico e sociale, in relazione alla posizione topografica ed al con-
testo complessivo dei rinvenimenti pompeiani, per approdare, poi, infi-
ne, ad un tentativo di inquadramento del livello sociale dei proprietari 
della costruzione, nell'àmbito della vita quotidiana della cittadina vesu-
viana, nel corso di quasi tre secoli di storia. Tutto ciò, nonostante la 
scarsezza dei dati tramandatici dai diari di scavo, che offrono, tuttavia, 
spunti preziosi di riflessione all'autore. 

Non manca, com'è ovvio, una attenta disamina dell'apparato deco-
rativo; oggi, malaguratamente, non più conservato, come delle iscrizioni 
rinvenute. Il tutto, esposto con una estrema, quanto apprezzabile, strin-
gatezza, che dà spazio solo all'esposizione dei fatti; condotta, questa, in 
maniera veramente chiara ed efficace. 

Si tratta, quindi, in questo caso, di un contributo significativo che 
la tradizione degli studi americani apporta alla conoscenza di Pompei, 
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come è, anche, il caso della monografia del nostro Istituto, in corso di 
stampa, a cura di Anna Koloski Ostrow sulle Terme del Sarno, sempre 
a Pompei. 

Cosa, questa, quanto mai auspicabile, e di notevole importanza per 
la Soprintendenza, perché nell'ottica della sprovincializzazione dei no-
stri studi, e perché permette un confronto, ed in taluni casi una inte-
grazione, fra scuole archeologiche diverse per matrice culturale, per me-
todologia di ricerca, per impostazione filosofica, che l'Istituto è felice di 
registrare, venendo esso così ad occupare un posto particolare, e costi-
tuendosi in luogo d'incontro, al crocevia più significativo della cultura 
archeologica internazionale per il settore della pompeianistica. 

BALDASSARE CONTICELLO 
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THE BUILDING STONES OF ANCIENT POMPETI 

Throughout this study «Sarno Limestone» is used, as has become 
standard, to refer to the coarse, grey travertine of the Sarno river valley. 
«Nocera tufa» refers to the warm, greyish-brown stone used, for 
example, for the faade of the «Casa del Fauno.» «Cruma» refers to the 
frothy, deep red lava of sponge4ike appearance. «Lava» refers to the 
dark grey to black lava, lapis Pompeianus, with a variety of which the 
streets are paved. «Caserta stone» refers to the bright white limestone 
with which the new forum colonnades were being built at the time of the 
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INTRODUCTION 

On 4 November 1871, excavations were opened in Reg. VII, ms. 15 
near the «Porta Marina» of ancient Pompeii (fig. 1)1.  As was usual at 
the time, digging was also going on at a second point - at this date near 
the «Porta Stabiana» - and it was not until 23 November that the reports 
began mentioning the large complex at Reg. VII, ms. 15, nn. 1-2,15 (fig. 
2). From then unti! 21 August 1872, work in the complex, visited whi!e in 
course by both the Grand Duchess Olga of Russia and the American 
Generai Wil!iam T. Sherman, figured constant!y in the excavators' 
reports. 2  Later other scholars were to treat various particular aspects of 
what Fiorelli in his official statement to the Ministro della Pubblica 
Istruzione cal!ed «una nobilissima casa.» 

In allusion to the marine theme of the mosaic pavement of its fauces 
the house became known as the «Casa del Marinaio» (House of the 
Sailor). 4  It was handsomely decorated, yet with the exception of the 
famous painting on marbie depicting the slaughter of the Niobids, finds 
in the house were unimpressive. 5  In fact, salvagers had made their way 

Records for all dates herein cited can be found at Giornale n.s. 2 (1872-73) 358-368 and 415-432. R. 
GAEDECHENS began a survey of the house in BdI (1872) 162-177, 238-239, which was completed by A. MAU 
in BdI (1873) 205-212, 230-233, 235-236 and BdI (1874) 89-99, 148-159. See also F. At.m F. NIccoLINI, Le case 
ed i monumenti di Pompei designati e descritti (Naples, 1854-96) voi. 2, 63 and 64; and G. FI0RELLI at Relazione 
46-47, 50, and Descrizione 304-309, 314. 

2 On 3 and 24 February 1872, respectively (Giornale [1872-73] 365 and 368). One final reference to the 
house after excavation was completed (assembly of some plaster fragments in the Museo Pompeiano) was 
made on 16 December 1872 (Giornale [1872-73] 462). 

Relazione 46. 
Perhaps also in aliusion to a large bronze model of a steering oar found in room e that gave rise to 

speculation about a iife-sized statue of Venus Pompeiana or Fortuna (GAEDECHENS, BdI [1872] 169); 
Giornale (1872-73) 365-366 reports the excavation of room con 3 and 5 February 1872, but does not mention 
the oar. 

A. RUESCH, Guida illustrata del Museo Nazionale di Napoli, Parte prima: antichità, 2nd ed., (Napies, 
1911) no. 997; R. GAEDECHENS, Niobe e le sue figlie in Giornale (1872-73) 238-242. At the time a bronze 
Medusa's head attached to a disc found in room c also excited notice (GAEDECHENS, BdI [1872] 169). In 
room n was a terracotta «Greek» vessel on which was scratched: «Epaphrodoti sum tangere me noli» (Giornale 
1872-73] 417). A large glass bottie of oil was found in the garden on 5 August 1872 (Giornale [1872-73] 431). 
Fixed high on the exterior of the north wail near its west corner was a smail tabiet of Nocera tufa which 
apparentiy named the builder of the wali; on it were carved several too!s of the building trade and the words: 
«Diogenes servitor» (Giornale [1872-73] 431-432 [1872-73] 431-432 and BdI [1874] 156). Now (mv. 2254) in the 
Museo Pompeiano. 
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room n was a terracotta «Greek» vessel on which was scratched: «Epaphrodoti sum tangere me noli» (Giornale 
1872-73] 417). A large glass bottle of oil was found in the garden on 5 August 1872 (Giornale [1872-73] 431). 
Fixed high on the exterior of the north wall near its west corner was a small tablet of Nocera tufa which 
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into the complex after the eruption and retrieved almost everything 
movable. 6  

The size and two-fold nature of the complex had virtuaily guaranteed 
the return of the saivagers. Due to the lay of the land which sloped 
noticeably to the northeast, the house had been composed of discrete 
sections on two levels. On the upper storey and in some places in a second 
storey stood the «Casa del Marinaio» (fig. 3); it had originally been built 
on a high terrace filled and ieveied on the south haif of the roughly 
rectangular piece of property and had been extended over heavilyvaulted 
rooms built on the lower storey in the course of time. On the lower storey 
were twenty-seven subterranean rooms, twenty-two of which comprised 
the only horrea known at Pompeii, complete with a large bakery to feed 
workers there employed in the storage and sale of grain (fig. 4) . 7 1n total, 
the salvagers must have hoped to clear just short of sixty rooms. 

The slope of the land accommodated the principal entrance of the 
«Casa del Marinaio» on ground level on the south of the property at 
Reg. VII, ms. 15, n. 2 (ill. 1), as well as the ground level entrance at Reg. 
VII, ms. 15, n. 15 (ill. 14) on the lower north side of the property, 
through which one descended slightiy to the level of the horrea. 8  
Mediating these two levels was the sunken garden of the «Casa del 
Marinaio,» terraced a fuil meter above the level of the horrea and the 
street at the northwest corner of the block. 

Although the horrea were interconnected with the house above, 
house and horrea were treated as separate entities in the excavation 
reports. Not only has neither level of the complex been thoroughly 
studied, but this unique combination of commercial horrea and elegant 
townhouse has never even been noticed. The development of such an 
extensive compiex on an awkward piot of land is a fascinating study of 
the abilities of Pompeian builders coping with a series of demands over a 
succession of generations. 

In the century since its excavation the compiex has suffered from 
weathering and rougher than usual wear. Because of its large size and 
secure underground rooms it was iong used as magazzini for storage of 
amphorae found all over the site. Then during the summer of 1943 it was 
hit by two bombs dropped in an Allied air-strike in the area. 9  Today 
nearly all decorations have disappeared from the house. 

6 GAEDECHENS, BdI (1872) 164. 
' The term «subterranean» is here and hereafter used with reference to the level of the atrium comp!ex 

of the «Casa de! Marinaio;» because of the s!ope of the !and, several of the rooms are in fact not entirely 
underground. 

8  For ease of reference I here and hereafter fol!ow ear!ier reports in a!tering true compass points and 
ca!!ing the rear wa!l of the comp!ex «north» rather than «northeast,» the front «south» rather than 
«southwest,» and determining other coordinates from these directions. 

Cf. the report of total destruction of the house in Works ofArt in Italy: Losses and Swvivals in the War, 
Part 1, Compi!ed by the British Committee on the Preservation and Restitution of Works of Art (London, 
1945) 49. The bombs actual!y hit the west side of the latrine (z) and the northwest corner of the garden. 
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into the complex after the eruption and retrieved almost everything 
movable.6 

The size and two-fold nature of the complex had virtually guaranteed 
the return of the salvagers. Due to the lay of the land which sloped 
noticeably to the northeast, the house had been composed of discrete 
sections on two levels. On the upper storey and in some places in a second 
storey stood the «Casa del Marinaio» (fig. 3); it had originally been built 
on a high terrace filled and leveled on the south half of the roughly 
rectangular piece of property and had been extended over heavily vaulted 
rooms built on the lower storey in the course of time. On the lower storey 
were twenty-seven subterranean rooms, twenty-two of which comprised 
the only horrea known at Pompeii, complete with a large bakery to feed 
workers there employed in the storage and sale of grain (fig. 4).7 In total, 
the salvagers must have hoped to clear just short of sixty rooms. 

The slope of the land accommodated the principal entrance of the 
«Casa del Marinaio» on ground level on the south of the property at 
Reg. VII, ins. 15, n. 2 (ill. 1), as well as the ground level entrance at Reg. 
VII, ins. 15, n. 15 (ill. 14) on the lower north side of the property, 
through which one descended slightly to the level of the horrea.8 

Mediating these two levels was the sunken garden of the «Casa del 
Marinaio,» terraced a full meter above the level of the horrea and the 
street at the northwest corner of the block. 

Although the horrea were interconnected with the house above, 
house and horrea were treated as separate entities in the excavation 
reports. Not only has neither level of the complex been thoroughly 
studied, but this unique combination of commercial horrea and elegant 
townhouse has never even been noticed. The development of such an 
extensive complex on an awkward plot of land is a fascinating study of 
the abilities of Pompeian builders coping with a series of demands over a 
succession of generations. 

In the century since its excavation the complex has suffered from 
weathering and rougher than usual wear. Because of its large size and 
secure underground rooms it was long used as magazzini for storage of 
amphorae found all over the site. Then during the summer of 1943 it was 
hit by two bombs dropped in an Allied air-strike in the area.9 Today 
nearly all decorations have disappeared from the house. 

6 Gaedechens, Bdl (1872) 164. 
7 The term «subterranean» is here and hereafter used with reference to the level of the atrium complex 

of the «Casa del Marinaio;» because of the slope of the land, several of the rooms are in fact not entirely 
underground. 

8 For ease of reference I here and hereafter follow earlier reports in altering true compass points and 
calling the rear wall of the complex «north» rather than «northeast,» the front «south» rather than 
«southwest,» and determining other coordinates from these directions. 

9 Cf. the report of total destruction of the house in Works of Art in Italy: Losses and Survivals in the War, 
Part 1, Compiled by the British Committee on the Preservation and Restitution of Works of Art (London, 
1945) 49. The bombs actually hit the west side of the latrine (z) and the northwest comer of the garden. 
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Fig. 2. Region of the «Casa del Marinaio.» (Map by Eschebach.) 
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CHAPTER ONE 

THE HOUSE FOUND BY THE EXCAVATORS 

The arrangement of rooms one today sees in the «Casa del 
Marinaio» is that of the house engulfed in A.D. 79 (figs. 3 and 4)1.  This 
arrangement had been largely set in Augustan times, when the upper 
storey was extensively redecorated, although the house was never 
completely painted in one style, and remains of First, Second, and Third 
Pompeian style wall decoration were seen by the excavators 2•  As is 
suggested by the varieties of wall decoration, the complete history of the 
building stretches over nearly three centuries, from the early second 
century B.C. to the post-earthquake period of A.D. 62-79. The colon-
nade east of the garden was even being remodeled when Vesuvius 
erupted 3. 

The Atrium Complex at Reg. VII, ms. 15, n. 2 

The largely canonical Tuscanic atrium complex entered at Reg. VII, 
ms. 15, n. 2 (ill. 2) was the best decorated area of the house; most of its 
rooms were paved with an impressive variety of black and white mosaics 
and painted in Third Pompeian style. 4 Two of the rooms (a, g) were 
painted with two different styles of decoration, and three (c, g, h) bore 

For measurements of the rooms discussed here and in Chapter Two, see the Appendix. 
2 Exact opinions on the Augustan decoration vary. PERNICE 64: «So dràngt alies in diesem Haus zu 

einer Datierung in frilh-augusteische Zeit, auf die Grenze zwischen TI. und III. Stil .... » DAWSON 79 seems to 
concur in terming the dining room west of the tablinum «severe third style,» but LEACH 316-317 considers 
the composition of the Actaeon painting there «more complex» than a similar early Third style panel in the 
«Casa de! Frutteto.» 

MAU, BdI (1874) 149-150. 
" On the pavements, see BLAKE 79, 80, 81, 83, 84, 85, 109, and PERNICE 64. Wa!l decorations are 

cata!ogued at SCHEFOLD 205-206. 
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decoration sufficiently idiosyncratic to be remarked by the excavators. 
No pavement was recorded in the dining room (v) east of the tablinum, 
and traces of none remain today; perhaps it was being rep!aced in 
conjunction with the remodeling in the east colonnade. 

Entering the fauces (a) one found the elaborate entrance mosaic 
depicting a line of six ship-sheds within which prows cou!d be glimpsed, 
for which the house was named 5 . The wall decoration was predomina-
tely Third Style; on each side above a low b!ack dado a narrow red panel 
decorated with a cande!abrum separated two b!ack panels, each enii-
vened with a mu!ti-colored bird. Yet the upper zone preserved faded 
!andscapes with yel!ow figures that belonged to an earlier Second style 
decoration painted over be!ow. 

The atrium proper (b) was paved with black mosaic relieved by 
regular!y spaced white tesserae and a surrounding stripe of white. The 
wa!!s too were black, the two larger pane!s separated by the doorways on 
either side containing colorful floating figures of the Four Seasons, each 
approximate!y 0.65 m. high. In a continuous frieze above the doorways 
were architectural designs in yellow, and in the upper zone on a yellow 
ground were white architectural designs and birds. Although on a larger 
scale, the overali effect must have been similar to the quiet elegance one 
today experiences in the atrium of the «Casa di Lucrezio Fronto,» which 
shares the dominant colors and style of decoration. 

The !arge, old-fashioned, rectangular impluvium was cut from blocks 
of Nocera tufa with a very e!egant cyma recta molding and was 
surrounded by a white meander pattern in the newer mosaic pavement 
(iii. 3) 6  . At the south end of the impluvium stood a white marbie puteal 
over the cistern head; at the far end was a rectangu!ar grey marb!e base 
cut to hold a fountain figure, although no figure was recovered. 

Throughout the atrium complex threshold blocks were cut from 
white Caserta stone. 

A!though differently painted, both alae were similarly paved with 
so!id white mosaic bordered a!ong the front by a black meander pattern. 
The odd!y arranged wali decoration of the east ala (h) was unusual 
enough to draw comment in the report 7. Above a low black dado its 

A dolphin and an anchor were also depicted in the ornamental surround. The mosaic has been 
variously described: GAEDECHENS, BdI (1872) 165: «un'arcata composta da sei archi in ognuno dei quali è 
visibile la poppa di una galera con degli al fianco;» FI0RELu, Descrizione 305: «sei priore di navi;» BLAKE 85: 
«a colonnaded sea front revealing the prows of ships through the arches;» PERNICE 64: «3 Schiffsvorderteile 
von Sàulen mit Bogenstellung eingefasst.» 

6  The interior basin measures 3.20 x 1.80 m., the exterior edges 4.51 X 3.14 m. PERNICE 64 observes 
that the mosaic is more recent than the impluvium. BLAKE 79 dates the pavements to the first century B.C. 
and observes that they had been in piace long enough to have most of their black tesserae replaced by 
another variety of bluer tint. 

GAEDECHENS, BdI (1872) 172. 
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and traces of none remain today; perhaps it was being replaced in 
conjunction with the remodeling in the east colonnade. 

Entering the fauces (a) one found the elaborate entrance mosaic 
depicting a line of six ship-sheds within which prows could be glimpsed, 
for which the house was named5. The wall decoration was predomina- 
tely Third Style; on each side above a low black dado a narrow red panel 
decorated with a candelabrum separated two black panels, each enli- 
vened with a multi-colored bird. Yet the upper zone preserved faded 
landscapes with yellow figures that belonged to an earlier Second style 
decoration painted over below. 

The atrium proper (b) was paved with black mosaic relieved by 
regularly spaced white tesserae and a surrounding stripe of white. The 
walls too were black, the two larger panels separated by the doorways on 
either side containing colorful floating figures of the Four Seasons, each 
approximately 0.65 m. high. In a continuous frieze above the doorways 
were architectural designs in yellow, and in the upper zone on a yellow 
ground were white architectural designs and birds. Although on a larger 
scale, the overall effect must have been similar to the quiet elegance one 
today experiences in the atrium of the «Casa di Lucrezio Pronto,» which 
shares the dominant colors and style of decoration. 

The large, old-fashioned, rectangular impluvium was cut from blocks 
of Nocera tufa with a very elegant cyma recta molding and was 
surrounded by a white meander pattern in the newer mosaic pavement 
(ill. 3)6. At the south end of the impluvium stood a white marble puteal 
over the cistern head; at the far end was a rectangular grey marble base 
cut to hold a fountain figure, although no figure was recovered. 

Throughout the atrium complex threshold blocks were cut from 
white Caserta stone. 

Although differently painted, both alae were similarly paved with 
solid white mosaic bordered along the front by a black meander pattern. 
The oddly arranged wall decoration of the east ala (h) was unusual 
enough to draw comment in the report7. Above a low black dado its 

5 A dolphin and an anchor were also depicted in the ornamental surround. The mosaic has been 
variously described: Gaedechens, Bdl (1872) 165: «un'arcata composta da sei archi in ognuno dei quali è 
visibile la poppa di una galera con degli al fianco;» Fiorelli, Descrizione 305: «sei priore di navi;» Blake 85: 
«a colonnaded sea front revealing the prows of ships through the arches;» Pernice 64: «3 Schiffsvorderteile 
von Säulen mit Bogenstellung eingefasst.» 

6 The interior basin measures 3.20 X 1.80 m., the exterior edges 4.51 x 3.14 m. Pernice 64 observes 
that the mosaic is more recent than the impluvium. Blake 79 dates the pavements to the first century B.C. 
and observes that they had been in place long enough to have most of their black tesserae replaced by 
another variety of bluer tint. 

7 Gaedechens, Bdl (1872) 172. 
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Regio VII, insula 15. 

Fig. 3. Upper Storey of the «Casa del Marinaio» A.D. 79. (Plan by Franklin after Fiorelli, 
Relazione.) 
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Fig. 3. Upper Storey of the «Casa del Marinaio» A.D. 79. (Plan by Franklin after Fiorelli, 
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Regio VII, insula 15. 

Fig. 4. Lower Storey of the «Casa del Marinaio» A.D. 79. 
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Regio VII, insula 15. 

Fig. 4. Lower Storey of the «Casa del Marinaio» A.D. 79. 



walis were divided into five large yellow panels separated by very narrow 
white zones; there was one yellow panel on the south wa!1, two on the 
east, and two on the north. Subject paintings (c. 0.70 m. high) en!ivened 
three of the pane!s: Venus Pescatrice on the south wal!, Neptune 
standing near a seaside city on the east, and a damaged Leda and the 
Swan on the north. Sma!!er (c. 0.37 m. high) floating Cupids fi!!ed the 
remaining pane!s, but these were next to each other on the north and 
east wal!s and threw a distinct !ack of ba!ance into the decoration. 

In the west ala (i) each wa!l was broken into three !arge white panels 
above a variegated reddish-brown dado. Of further decorations on!y a 
Cupid p!aying a flute and a standing god ho!ding a !eafless branch cou!d 
be made out on the south wa!l, a standing female ho!ding a branch on 
the west. 

The tab!inum (t) was large and square, but of its decorations on!y the 
flanking stucco pilasters were noted. F!uted above, their !ower 1.70 m. 
was flat and decorated with an inscribed square standing on one corner 
with a circ!e within. Remains of the pavement show that it was an 
intricate Hel!enistic rosette on a white ground bordered with squares 
within squares inside which were diamonds within diamonds, a!ternating 
in b!ack and white (i!!. 4). 

Perhaps the most interesting room of the comp!ex was the !arge 
space (e) east of the fauces (il!. 5). It was paved with simp!e cocciopesto 
and outfitted with two lines of she!ving a!ong its south wa!l as well as a 
bed niche at its east end. A drain was found in the middie of the floor, 
and two windows opening high in the wa!l were connected by flue-!ike 
passages running inside the wa!! to !ower openings, 1.00 x 0.14 m., 
apparent!y contrived to aid in venting. The wal!s were painted with a low 
b!ack dado, above which was so!id white paint without ornamentation 
except for two narrow red horizonta! stripes. In this room the famous 
painting of the Niobids, a large bronze model of a steering oar, and a 
head of Medusa embossed on a sma!l bronze disc were recovered; it was 
identified as an ate!ier of a member of the fami!y 8• 

Fi!!ing out the east side of the atrium were three cubicu!a, a!! 
carrying Third style decoration on a white ground. The first (e) had a 
so!id white mosaic pavement edged with two b!ack stripes; save for some 
subsidiary figures of anima!s, its paintings were !ost. The second (f) had 
a pavement of squares and triangles surrounded by a gar!and of ivy with 
a b!ack frame (i!1. 6); on one wall was a painting of grazing gaze!les, on 
another a seaside !andscape, and on the third a lion at rest. 

The decoration of the third cubiculum (g) was tanta!izing. It had a 
pavement of inter!aced circles with inscribed squares (il!. 7), and on its 

8  Ibid. 169. 
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east, and two on the north. Subject paintings (c. 0.70 m. high) enlivened 
three of the panels: Venus Pescatrice on the south wall, Neptune 
standing near a seaside city on the east, and a damaged Leda and the 
Swan on the north. Smaller (c. 0.37 m. high) floating Cupids filled the 
remaining panels, but these were next to each other on the north and 
east walls and threw a distinct lack of balance into the decoration. 

In the west ala (i) each wall was broken into three large white panels 
above a variegated reddish-brown dado. Of further decorations only a 
Cupid playing a flute and a standing god holding a leafless branch could 
be made out on the south wall, a standing female holding a branch on 
the west. 

The tablinum (t) was large and square, but of its decorations only the 
flanking stucco pilasters were noted. Fluted above, their lower 1.70 m. 
was flat and decorated with an inscribed square standing on one corner 
with a circle within. Remains of the pavement show that it was an 
intricate Hellenistic rosette on a white ground bordered with squares 
within squares inside which were diamonds within diamonds, alternating 
in black and white (ill. 4). 

Perhaps the most interesting room of the complex was the large 
space (c) east of the fauces (ill. 5). It was paved with simple cocciopesto 
and outfitted with two lines of shelving along its south wall as well as a 
bed niche at its east end. A drain was found in the middle of the floor, 
and two windows opening high in the wall were connected by flue-like 
passages running inside the wall to lower openings, 1.00 x 0.14 m., 
apparently contrived to aid in venting. The walls were painted with a low 
black dado, above which was solid white paint without ornamentation 
except for two narrow red horizontal stripes. In this room the famous 
painting of the Niobids, a large bronze model of a steering oar, and a 
head of Medusa embossed on a small bronze disc were recovered; it was 
identified as an atelier of a member of the family8. 

Filling out the east side of the atrium were three cubicula, all 
carrying Third style decoration on a white ground. The first (e) had a 
solid white mosaic pavement edged with two black stripes; save for some 
subsidiary figures of animals, its paintings were lost. The second (f) had 
a pavement of squares and triangles surrounded by a garland of ivy with 
a black frame (ill. 6); on one wall was a painting of grazing gazelles, on 
another a seaside landscape, and on the third a lion at rest. 

The decoration of the third cubiculum (g) was tantalizing. It had a 
pavement of interlaced circles with inscribed squares (ill. 7), and on its 

8 Ibid. 169. 
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wal!s were three slightly varied paintings of a gaze!le-like animal puiling 
a large, red wagon with two biue wheels; there was a high cover at the 
front of the wagon, and on!y the goad of the driver cou!d be seen. In one 
painting the animai seemed to be fal!ing, but other variations could not 
be made out. Apparent!y the paintings depicted a scene so memorab!e 
that the room's occupant wanted it recorded in detail more specific than 
one continuous narrative panel couid convey. Such highly personal 
painting is rare at Pompeii; no other room contains three such paintings 
apparently trying to capture separate deve!opments of one scene, and 
the !oss of further detai!s is therefore particuiarly unfortunate. As in the 
fauces, the upper stretches of the wal!s here preserved ear!ier Second 
sty!e decoration that had been painted over be!ow. Despite the doorway 
between this room and the contiguous a!a, sa!vagers had cut a hoie in 
the common wa!i. 

The smail room west of the fauces (d) had a plain white mosaic 
pavement and appeared to have been the most richly painted room in 
the house. Of the subjects, however, only a !arge figure of a youth deep 
in contemp!ation and on another wall the figure of a woman standing 
before a painting resting on the ground could be made out 9 . 

On the west of the atrium the first two cubicula had been removed to 
a!low the insta!!ation of the sma!l second atrium entered at Reg. VII, ms. 
15, n. 1, and the original cubicu!um doorways had been adapted to give 
directiy to the new atrium. The third cubiculum (k) was preserved, 
siight!y extended, and turned into the master bedroom. It was paved like 
the second cubicu!um on the east, with a mosaic pattern of squares and 
triangies bordered with a gariand of ivy. At the far end was a raised bed 
platform, the front edge of which was covered with a strip of white 
veined marbie. The walis were sparseiy decorated. The dado was black 
variegated with yeilow, white, and red. Above were large white panels 
without ornamentation, but edged with an inner red and an outer ye!!ow 
frame and separated by ta!1 ye!low candelabra. 

Flanking the tab!inum stood two large dining rooms. Both opened 
onto the coionnade at the rear of the comp!ex, and aithough both were 
origina!!y entered from the atrium, the connecting doorway on the east 
had been waiied up (i!!. 2). 

In the west dining room (x) the decoration of the west wall remained 
largeiy intact, whiie the east wall had been tunneied through by the 
saivagers. Above a black dado rose a flattened aedicu!a design, the 

It may be that the walis of this room too were painted over in their lower stretches, with older Second 
style decoration Ieft in the upper zone. Although no mention of them is made in the origina! reports, MAU, 
Wandmalerei 163 reported monochrome Iandscapes here. 
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walls were three slightly varied paintings of a gazelle-like animal pulling 
a large, red wagon with two blue wheels; there was a high cover at the 
front of the wagon, and only the goad of the driver could be seen. In one 
painting the animal seemed to be falling, but other variations could not 
be made out. Apparently the paintings depicted a scene so memorable 
that the room's occupant wanted it recorded in detail more specific than 
one continuous narrative panel could convey. Such highly personal 
painting is rare at Pompeii; no other room contains three such paintings 
apparently trying to capture separate developments of one scene, and 
the loss of further details is therefore particularly unfortunate. As in the 
fauces, the upper stretches of the walls here preserved earlier Second 
style decoration that had been painted over below. Despite the doorway 
between this room and the contiguous ala, salvagers had cut a hole in 
the common wall. 

The small room west of the fauces (d) had a plain white mosaic 
pavement and appeared to have been the most richly painted room in 
the house. Of the subjects, however, only a large figure of a youth deep 
in contemplation and on another wall the figure of a woman standing 
before a painting resting on the ground could be made out9. 

On the west of the atrium the first two cubicula had been removed to 
allow the installation of the small second atrium entered at Reg. VII, ins. 
15, n. 1, and the original cubiculum doorways had been adapted to give 
directly to the new atrium. The third cubiculum (k) was preserved, 
slightly extended, and turned into the master bedroom. It was paved like 
the second cubiculum on the east, with a mosaic pattern of squares and 
triangles bordered with a garland of ivy. At the far end was a raised bed 
platform, the front edge of which was covered with a strip of white 
veined marble. The walls were sparsely decorated. The dado was black 
variegated with yellow, white, and red. Above were large white panels 
without ornamentation, but edged with an inner red and an outer yellow 
frame and separated by tall yellow candelabra. 

Flanking the tablinum stood two large dining rooms. Both opened 
onto the colonnade at the rear of the complex, and although both were 
originally entered from the atrium, the connecting doorway on the east 
had been walled up (ill. 2). 

In the west dining room (x) the decoration of the west wall remained 
largely intact, while the east wall had been tunneled through by the 
salvagers. Above a black dado rose a flattened aedicula design, the 

9 It may be that the walls of this room too were painted over in their lower stretches, with older Second 
style decoration left in the upper zone. Although no mention of them is made in the original reports, Mau, 
Wandmalerei 163 reported monochrome landscapes here. 
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columns of the aedicula separating the wall into three panels 10  In the 
south panel was a fema!e figure dressed in rich green clothing, in the 
north a masked actor dressed in a long white robe. In the center was a 
continuous narrative painting (1.65 x 1.00 m.) of Artemis and 
Actaeon Further decorations in the room were !ost, but enough of the 
center painting on the east wa!l remained to determine that it had 
included a mountainous !andscape. The pavement was white mosaic in 
the center of which was a simple greyish-white marbie insert; the who!e 
was bordered with a b!ack stripe 12• 

The dining room east of the tablinum (v) was apparently simi!ar!y 
decorated, although few detai!s were recorded; as noted, the !ack of 
pavement may indicate that the room was in the process of being 
remodeled. The center panel of the south wa!l contained a painting of 
Mars and Venus that was very faded and had been largely destroyed by a 
saivagers' hole. In the panel to the right was a !arge winged female 
figure, and a similar figure appeared to be painted in the contiguous 
south panel of the west wa!l. 

The re!ative!y poor reports of these rooms along the north end of the 
atrium complex appear to be due, at !east in part, to the !ure of the 
discoveries being made in the remainder of the house. 

Colonnades and Sunken Garden 

Taking advantage of the !ay of the land the original bui!der of the 
«Casa del Marinaio» had modified his traditional plan to include a 
sunken garden behind (north of) this atrium comp!ex (il!. 8). By A.D. 79 
the garden was bordered on the level of the atrium not only by a 
co!onnade erected a!ong the rear faade of the atrium comp!ex, but also 
by a second that ran the east length of the garden, fronting rooms added 
to the house in an expansion of the late second century B.C. On the west 
and north a high wall enclosed the property. 

The deep co!onnade behind the atrium complex was composed of 
two !arge (0.60 m. diameter) unfluted co!umns of Nocera tufa, of which 
fragments and drums now remain in p!ace and !ie in the garden below 

° I follow bere and in the description of the painting of Artemis and Actaeon (below, n. 11) DAWSON 
97; cf. GAEDECHENS, BdI (1872) 175. 

"In the upper left of the painting Actaeon appeared haif visible in the hilis, holding bis pedum in bis 
left hand and raising bis right in surprise. On the lower left he was again depicted, now being attacked by bis 
two dogs. Surrounded by trees in the center of the painting a tetrastyle shrine rose on a high podium; on a 
rectangular base in its center stood a statue of Artemis. To the right near a spring was the goddess herself, 
her red garment, quiver, and bow laid aside near the shrine. Her back was to the viewer, and she gazed across 
at Actaeon in the upper left of the painting. On this painting, see LEACH 316-317. 

12  The inset was composed of 9 squares of marble measuring 0.23 m. on a side (PERNICE 64). 
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columns of the aedicula separating the wall into three panels10. In the 
south panel was a female figure dressed in rich green clothing, in the 
north a masked actor dressed in a long white robe. In the center was a 
continuous narrative painting (1.65 x 1.00 m.) of Artemis and 
Actaeon 11. Further decorations in the room were lost, but enough of the 
center painting on the east wall remained to determine that it had 
included a mountainous landscape. The pavement was white mosaic in 
the center of which was a simple greyish-white marble insert; the whole 
was bordered with a black stripe 12. 

The dining room east of the tablinum (v) was apparently similarly 
decorated, although few details were recorded; as noted, the lack of 
pavement may indicate that the room was in the process of being 
remodeled. The center panel of the south wall contained a painting of 
Mars and Venus that was very faded and had been largely destroyed by a 
salvagers' hole. In the panel to the right was a large winged female 
figure, and a similar figure appeared to be painted in the contiguous 
south panel of the west wall. 

The relatively poor reports of these rooms along the north end of the 
atrium complex appear to be due, at least in part, to the lure of the 
discoveries being made in the remainder of the house. 

Colonnades and Sunken Garden 

Taking advantage of the lay of the land the original builder of the 
«Casa del Marinaio» had modified his traditional plan to include a 
sunken garden behind (north of) this atrium complex (ill. 8). By A.D. 79 
the garden was bordered on the level of the atrium not only by a 
colonnade erected along the rear façade of the atrium complex, but also 
by a second that ran the east length of the garden, fronting rooms added 
to the house in an expansion of the late second century B.C. On the west 
and north a high wall enclosed the property. 

The deep colonnade behind the atrium complex was composed of 
two large (0.60 m. diameter) unfluted columns of Nocera tufa, of which 
fragments and drums now remain in place and lie in the garden below 

10 I follow here and in the description of the painting of Artemis and Actaeon (below, n. 11) Dawson 
97; cf. Gaedechens, Bdl (1872) 175. 

11 In the upper left of the painting Actaeon appeared half visible in the hills, holding his pedum in his 
left hand and raising his right in surprise. On the lower left he was again depicted, now being attacked by his 
two dogs. Surrounded by trees in the center of the painting a tetrastyle shrine rose on a high podium; on a 
rectangular base in its center stood a statue of Artemis. To the right near a spring was the goddess herself, 
her red garment, quiver, and bow laid aside near the shrine. Her back was to the viewer, and she gazed across 
at Actaeon in the upper left of the painting. On this painting, see Leach 316-317. 

12 The inset was composed of 9 squares of marble measuring 0.23 m. on a side (Pernice 64). 
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